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Intermediate Oil & Gas Producers 

A Castle Is Only As Good As Its Moat 

Recommendation 
Success for the E&P investor (and thus the E&P equity) has become much more a 
function of business intent and design than in the past. Commodity price tailwinds 
are much more moderate, local basin realized commodity price dynamics have 
become much more volatile to the downside, and declining equity market interest in 
E&Ps has vastly moderated making access to capital far more difficult, speculative 
value increases for energy equities far more rare, and the cost of capital far more 
expensive. In short, valuations on equities have tightened and the hurdle for 
achieving sustained increases in value of underlying E&Ps has become materially 
more difficult as too many stock tickers chase a smaller pile of equity interested in 
oil and gas. If an E&P today is going to deliver sustainable alpha in equity markets 
they effectively need to force the issue by having a better business by design. We 
think Vermilion offers just such a better business model that has been entirely a 
function of design and intent rather than accident. 

Analysis 
 A North American E&P typically needs to have some combination of superior 

resource cocktail or superior cost base to have sustained success. Even then, if too 
many local asset owners share the same perception or reality, and grow production 
faster than takeaway capacity for production, then marginal economics (and 
competitive advantage) can be harmed by the actions of those offsetting. In this 
regard geographic diversity of assets, diversity of end market/takeaway options and 
diversity of commodities to drill for all have strategic value for any given E&P. If that 
diversity can reach outside of North America at a capital cost that is on par with the 
best North American business models, while gaining leverage to international price 
markets that are routinely stronger than most price hubs in North America, then you 
have a business model that offers the real premise of a sustainable competitive 
advantage.  

 In short strokes, we believe that is the business premise that Vermilion offers its 
investors. Better diversity and margins without higher capital costs. Vermilion then 
expands that strategic premise by not overcapitalizing their own projects (growing so 
fast as to heighten the likelihood of future operational shortfalls) and using free cash 
for a combination of a meaningful dividend and emerging debt reduction capacity.  

Valuation 
In our view, all these factors should combine to have Vermilion stand out relative 
to their North American peers in terms of value creation, and thus, equity markets 
performance. For these reasons we are initiating coverage of Vermilion with an 
Outperform rating and $52.00 target price. Our target comes from our standard 
sum-of-parts valuation (see Exhibit 8).  

CFPS  1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q Full Revenues - 
  Mar Jun Sep Dec Year (mln)  

 2017A C$1.19 C$1.20 C$1.07 C$1.47 C$4.92 C$1,103  

 2018E 1.27A 1.43A 1.78 1.86 6.42 1,572  

 2019E 1.87 1.79 1.79 1.78 7.22 1,947  

Source: Raymond James Ltd., Thomson One 

 

Outperform 2  
C$52.00 target price  

Current Price ( Sep-14-18 ) C$41.01 
Total Return to Target 34% 
52-Week Range C$50.46 - C$39.41 
Suitability Medium Risk/Growth 

Market Data 
Market Capitalization (mln) C$6,287 
Current Net Debt (mln) C$1,550 
Enterprise Value (mln) C$7,837 
Shares Outstanding (mln, f.d.) 153.3 
10 Day Avg Daily Volume (000s) 540 
Dividend/Yield C$2.76/6.7% 
 

Key Financial Metrics 
 2017A 2018E 2019E 

P/CFPS 
 8.3x 6.4x 5.7x 

WTI (US$/mcf) 
       US$50.93 US$68.17 US$65.24 

AECO Gas (C$/mcf) 
       C$2.28 C$1.58 C$1.64 

Exchange Rate (US$/C$) 
       0.77 0.77 0.76 

Production (boe/d) 
       68,021 84,705 95,583 

% Natural Gas 
       53% 48% 45% 

Debt/Cash Flow 
       2.2x 1.7x 1.0x 

EV/EBITDA 
 11.6x 8.6x 6.1x 
 

Company Description 
Vermilion Energy Inc. is a Calgary-based oil and 
natural gas producer with producing assets in Canada 
and various other countries. 
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Investment Overview 

The Macro 

The exploration and production business has always been a very difficult one. True value creation 
(rather than simple absolute growth) over something more than short, cyclical bull commodity 
cycles has always been a difficult hurdle for the E&P companies to achieve for their equity 
investors. This reality has recently been complicated by fundamental changes in both the broader 
equity markets and within the supply/demand dynamics in the North American energy market.  

Let’s first focus on the change in the supply/demand dynamics in North American energy markets. 
During the bulk of the 2000-2015 timeframe, North America was worried about having enough 
recoverable resource (that was recoverable fast enough and cheaply enough) for oil supply to 
meet the likely amount of oil demand. As a truly global commodity, that is relatively easy to 
transport, this meant the 2000-2015 timeframe was one where the oil price was most commonly 
biased to increasing and where cyclical downturns in oil price were most typically short-term 
(absent global financial crises) and were perceived as a buying opportunity for equity investors 
who typically saw the opportunity for broad based equity market upside potential from the next 
cyclical bull market for the oil price expected to be just around the corner. All this frankly created 
a very technically inefficient equity market for E&P stocks. Those running the underlying E&P 
businesses did not need to be too focused on either their fundamental competitive position 
relative to their peers, or their fundamental position vis-à-vis generating a return on capital 
relative to their cost of capital. Too many businesses could create the perception of actual value 
creation by simply staying in existence long enough to see the next cyclical uptick in oil prices and 
the coincident inflow of vast sums of new equity capital looking to participate in both the 
commodity price upturn but also the speculative fervor for the space as a whole. In many regards, 
the oil market saw repeated speculative upturns that shared a great deal in common with the 
more recent speculative fervors around the likes of crypto currencies.   

There is no doubt that the value of oil fundamentally grew during this timeframe and so too did 
the value of oil resources captured by E&P companies over this process. But far too often, the 
fundamental realities of the cost of entry/capture/capitalization of the underlying resources 
meant the E&P equities were dilutive to the moves that were happening in the underlying oil price 
(the price you pay defines the CAGR that is possible). The population of E&P equities that 
sustainably created more equity value than the underlying oil price improvement was extremely 
modest and was effectively upsized by those that made the best of the speculative capital bubble 
by selling their business to the “greater fool.” Ironically perhaps, this cycle was self-perpetuating. 
So long as oil supply was at risk of growing more slowly than oil demand, the downturns in oil 
prices would most typically be short and simply represent the next great buying opportunity for 
the expected next upturn in oil prices. Much of this macro changed when the largest global 
consumer of oil (the US) suddenly started to find new home grown sources of oil supply with the 
advent of horizontal drilling. In the early days of the Bakken and Eagleford, this change in the oil 
supply dynamics/perception created more US home grown E&P equity investment vehicles that 
happily pulled even more speculative capital into North American E&P equities. But as a 
derivative, this also drove fundamental seismic shift changes in the North American oil supply 
dynamic. Too much capital spent too rapidly in local markets (in Canada and the US) created 
artificial crude oil price discounts in local markets as too much supply could not find sufficient 
takeaway capacity that was growing rapidly enough to transport the oil from rapidly growing local 
markets to better prices in global markets.  

New infrastructure investments would follow to erase these local weak price differentials and the 
US finally came around to the notion that it should not harm its own producers by limiting their 
markets to domestic ones. So the US returned to allowing for the export of its own domestic 
crude into international markets for oil. Not only was the world’s largest consumer of oil 
becoming a bigger supplier of their own crude, but they also entered the global supply scenario by 
allowing for the export of their own crude. In the peak days of the Bakken and Eagleford, this 
frankly was a limited change in the global oil market scenario but then the Permian came along 
and the scope of these changing supply and demand dynamics took on a much bigger order of 
magnitude. So much so, that some have speculated whether the US Basin can grow to the point to 
both meet all its own domestic needs for oil while also producing excess so as to become a true 
net exporter rather than its current status as still a large net importer. We will leave this particular 
debate to another time, but the addition of the Permian added so much scope of resource, along 
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with access to arguably the world’s most dynamic capital markets, that it has impacted the global 
outlook for oil prices.    

There is still much debate as to whether global oil supply can grow enough to sustain pace with 
global demand but the near-term “risk” of much higher oil prices and the timeline in which the 
next oil price crisis might arise has been effectively diluted by the introduction of the US basin as 
arguably the fastest growing oil supply basin in the world combined with the lowest cost capital in 
the world. In short, the re-entry of the US Basin as a growing basin flattened the price curve for 
oil. At the same time, too much capital chasing too many stock tickers started to find diversity of 
equity market outcomes among a large group of E&Ps (with large resource potential) but with 
vastly different fundamental combinations of oil & gas cocktail, take-away capacity or not, and 
differing real supply costs. So too much cheap capital diminished oil price cyclical upturns, 
stretched the timeline to sharply better oil price and created oversupply in local markets 
increasing oil price differentials. In the end, too often, a correct call to be bullish on oil was diluted 
by owning the wrong equities due to the their own resource cocktail conditions and/or their 
exposure to basins where local supply growth outstripping takeaway caused large price 
differentials versus the global benchmarks which are quoted every day.  

This all finally manifested in sharply less capital looking to be long crude oil producers’ as too 
many producers’ equity was dilutive to the underlying upside that might exist in global oil price. 
As a result this recent sharp uptick in oil prices has seen very muted equity market interest in 
buying the underlying E&Ps. The oil equities have routinely lagged the move in global oil price 
benchmarks. We would suggest that this will remain the “macro” for some time to come yet. 
There are simply more oil E&P tickers looking for buyers of their equity than there is capital 
looking to invest in oil E&P tickers. The silver lining of this circumstance is one where most oil 
biased E&Ps will have to grow (and hopefully actually increase equity value) via their own devices 
rather than having access to too much equity capital at a speculatively low cost of capital. In short, 
as Warren Buffett would say, the tide has gone out and now we will get to see who is really 
swimming naked (when it comes to true equity creation potential). This all suggests to us that real 
alpha in oil E&Ps will have to be a function of a truly better business model (physical or financial). 
The subject of the balance of this research piece will focus on what we believe to be one of these 
superior business models, but we felt addressing the oil market and oil equities backdrop was an 
important first step before getting into the weeds of the details of what we think makes Vermilion 
“better” when it comes to risk and return potential. 

Before getting into Vermilion in particular, we need to spend a more modest amount of time on 
the natural gas macro. The brevity to gas macro is a function of the fact that the natural gas 
market remains much more fragmented. The transport (local and international) of natural gas is 
physically much more difficult and expensive than oil. This has slowed the global build out for the 
international import/export of natural gas which has sustained a highly fragmented/localized 
price condition for natural gas around the world. From 2000-2010, North American natural gas 
producers enjoyed the same kind of secular bull market for price (as oil) but the North American 
bull market for natural gas effectively “died” when E&Ps found too much success at getting too 
much tight gas out of the ground too cheaply. North America effectively switched from a 
consumer that was worried about too little supply to one that simply had too much supply, too 
slow of growth in global export capacity and too low of a breakeven cost for marginal gas supply. 
This meant North American natural gas prices first collapsed and then futures price curves 
flattened so as to create an outlook with no perceived short-term likelihood of any sustainable 
bull move in North American gas prices despite the fact that other gas markets around the globe 
might be tight. In the fullness of time, we expect that improved globalization of the transport of 
natural gas will raise North American gas prices and drop natural gas prices in other international 
markets but that will take many years yet and vast sums of money. In this regard, the North 
American natural gas macro is hard to get excited about when it comes to underlying near-term 
natural gas price upside, so success for North American E&Ps focused on gas will have to be a 
function of superior physical or financial business models at the individual company level and 
increasingly a function of those doing a better job of exposing their investors to the more 
fractured global gas market (either moving gas from cheap markets to expensive markets or 
having exposure to gas in expensive markets). But this broader reality also has contributed to a 
different equity investor interest in gas levered E&Ps. In the past, gas price dips in North America 
were buying opportunities as the next cyclical upturn was expected to be just around the corner 
in what was then the most volatile commodity price in the world (North American natural gas 
prices). Now, cyclicality of North American gas is largely gone, where the biggest moves can 
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commonly be downward, not up. So the rules of the road for success at the E&P company level 
have sharply changed and equity investor interest has again become far more selective to the 
micro (company) rather than the macro (cyclical bull market for gas price).  

 

Company Overview 

The Micro 

This was a two page intro to the premise that success for the E&P investor (and thus the E&P 
equity) has become much more a function of business intent and design than in the past. 
Commodity price tail winds are much more moderate, local basin realized commodity price 
dynamics have become much more volatile to the downside, and declining equity market interest 
in E&Ps has vastly moderated, making access to capital far more difficult, speculative value 
increases for energy equities far more rare, and the cost of capital far more expensive. In short, 
valuations on equities have tightened and the hurdle for achieving sustained increases in value of 
underlying E&Ps has become materially more difficult as too many stock tickers chase a smaller 
pile of equity interested in oil and gas. If an E&P today is going to deliver sustainable alpha in 
equity markets, they effectively need to force the issue by having a better business by design. We 
think Vermilion offers just such a better business model that has been entirely a function of 
design and intent rather than accident. Vermilion’s success in design and intent has been long-
term. Early on, management realized that they were in a capital intensive, cyclical business where 
returns on capital exceeding cost of capital was difficult. The realization of that fundamental 
reality kept them more focused than most on the fundamentals of their business rather than 
cyclical excesses around them from 2000-2010 in particular. While we doubt that any of this early 
discipline was a function of forward insight into the potential moderation in the bull cycles for 
commodities and moderating interest in North American E&P equities, the Company’s focus on 
finding fundamental advantages in their underlying business has “accidentally” set them up to be 
unusually tolerant of the changing macro environment (unusually robust among E&P equities).  

Sustainable equity market success for a particular company in a capital intensive commodity 
business requires that the company be successful in some combination of superior assets and/or 
financial design via some combination of financial and physical markets. Over the course of time, 
that size of the potential success can be increased via being rationally opportunistic accumulating 
assets into downward commodity price volatility (so long as the assets are bought cheaply 
enough) and be made more robust/sustainable if you can create a “moat” around your business 
by building and expanding a sustainable competitive advantage (expanding the moat) within a 
commodity based industry. Achieving a sustainable competitive advantage in a commodity 
business is rare due to the fact that you have no role in setting price. In the short- to medium-
term, you can have a sustainable competitive advantage if you have a truly superior resource 
(through quality adjustment or underlying cash and capital cost base) but such advantage is 
typically fleeting either via the consumption of your inventory and/or the risk that a competitor 
finds a new resource that is superior to your own. In this context, we think a truly sustainable 
advantaged business model in E&P has to be a function of something more than just a great asset 
inventory, effective execution and financial discipline. We think you need more than that rare 
combination. In particular, we think in the current global commodity macro (moderate bullish 
market for oil and a highly fragmented market for gas) a massive source of potential competitive 
differentiation is diversification of markets.    

The diversification we speak of is on multiple levels. To have a sustainable advantage we think the 
E&P needs to have the option to focus their invested capital on either of oil or gas, where growth 
capital can be put to whichever commodity has the better underlying outlook. But within that 
diversity, the E&P should also have a diversity of end markets for sales and a diversity of 
geographic markets for resource. The increasing dislocation in local vs. global markets for oil 
(regional differentials versus global benchmark prices) despite constructive global oil prices has 
meant diversified geographies for the resource plus diversified strategies for end market sales 
have become incredibly important and a means to deliver shareholders alpha on the revenue line 
of the income statement versus peers. This same phenomena has been even more important with 
respect to gas projects where an E&P that is solely North American must have a superior strategy 
for both markets for sales and diversity of egress options out of production basins while many 
North American gas producers are now seeking access to international gas markets via hopeful 
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future exposure to new LNG projects. Too few investors, in our view, have taken note of the fact 
that Vermilion has been consciously targeting superior international gas markets for years now 
and doing so on the back of low cost entry into under-capitalized international markets, making 
scope and certainty of success in these markets more likely while getting leverage to international 
natural gas markets with far less risk capital than might be required for similar international 
exposure vis-a-vis an LNG project. While many investors keep looking for an in basin solution for 
North American natural gas prices (via a long timeline with huge capital cost risks), we think a 
“better alternative” has been staring the market in the face for years now via Vermilion shares.  

Vermilion literally checks all the boxes of being able to deliver from diversified geographies for 
either commodity while having a diversity of markets that they can sell into that might only be 
matched by much larger multinational organizations. The credibility and good will (operationally 
and politically) that Vermilion has earned for itself in international markets has also meant that 
they are one of a very select group of operators that are welcome to bid for assets that are 
typically too small to draw the interest of the global multinationals (while still being very large for 
a company of Vermilion’s size). In short, Vermilion has become one of a small handful of actors 
invited to globally relevant auctions where the best prices (of capture) are most commonly 
achieved at auctions where there are few buyers. It is this notion that had Vermilion strategically 
“go international” a long time ago (rather than being trapped to always compete to pay too much 
to win over-attended North American auctions for the last decade) where access to international 
prices for oil and gas and having maximum diversity of production geographies are now paying 
extra dividends relative to a peer group that is increasingly facing tougher and tougher choices on 
how to find both asset diversity and end sales markets diversity. All E&Ps only create shareholder 
value by having the return on capital exceed the cost of capital. The odds of achieving that hurdle 
today grow vastly for E&P business models that enjoy maximum diversity of commodity mix and 
markets where said assets were built/accumulated at attractive capital costs while offering cash 
costs that generate superior cash netback margins (i.e. returns on invested capital). Maximum 
diversity is not an asset to equity investors if it comes at too high a capital cost but below we have 
set out the cumulative capital cost base Vermilion offers investors today. As you can see, the 
marginal cumulative capital cost per Boe is very appealing, particularly for a business model that 
holds material leverage to oil and liquids and where a big percentage of their gas is sold into 
markets with prices far higher than North America. In 2018E, Vermilion’s PDP capital cost will rise 
on the back of their counter-cyclical acquisition of Spartan, but investors should recall that 
Vermilion paid a minimal acquisition premium at a time when the WTI price was only 
US$66.00/bbl and increasing Vermilion’s oil leverage into the better of the two commodity price 
outlooks. 

 

Exhibit 1: Vermilion PDP Capital Costs  

 

Source: Vermilion Energy Inc., Raymond James Ltd. 

 

  

Proved Producing FD&A per Boe 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Annual $45.66 $40.75 $27.79 $39.57 $12.21 $9.76 $13.15

Cumulative $45.66 $42.65 $36.64 $37.77 $29.23 $25.02 $23.34
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The Vermillion Broad Brush 

Exhibit 2: Vermilion Core Operating Areas 

 

Source: Vermilion Energy Inc. 

 

The graphic above highlights the diversity of geographies for assets and product sales for 
Vermilion’s portfolio with the relative share of production and cash flow that comes from North 
American, European and Australian markets (they also highlight the change in these metrics 
brought from the recent Spartan transaction). The one important headline not highlighted above 
is that the Spartan transaction took total corporate liquids leverage to approximately 57% versus 
46% prior to the Spartan deal. This one picture then says many words. Vermillion can deploy large 
amounts of capital (when it chooses) into a diversity of operating markets, focusing growth at any 
one time to a diversity of commodities and/or a diversity of end markets/sales hubs.   

 

Exhibit 3: History of Vermilion  

 

Source: Vermilion Energy Inc. 
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The graphic above highlights the timeline of investments into particular markets. We highlight this 
visual to simply note that Vermilion’s intent to be in multiple markets was one that started a long 
time ago and the “secret” that few noticed over that timeline was the capital cost of entry was 
typically very appealing, the local price outlook for price realizations on produced assets were 
routinely superior and the number of operators needed to be outbid to secure asset capture was 
routinely very small.  

Vermilion’s operational and financial success for more than a decade has paid its equity investors 
statistical dividends like that noted below highlighting production per share growth.  

 

Exhibit 4: Production Per Share 

 

Source: Vermilion Energy Inc. 

 

While we would not typically highlight production per share as a measure that can be expected to 
be linear with equity value creation, this graphic does effectively point out that Vermilion’s asset 
capture and harvest has delivered operational results that would rank among the top three of this 
peer group. What we would highlight as arguably even more important is that Vermilion’s 
diversity of sales markets would allow them to extend their financial advantage above the 
operational execution noted above by realizing a better revenue line per Boe for each of their 
commodities. Better revenue lines per Boe, without a premium capital or cash cost per Boe, 
delivers a sustainably superior return on invested capital versus your peers and thus a sustainable 
competitive advantage (or moat) in a commodity business that is not supposed to offer 
competitive advantages. We would go so far as to suggest that not only has Vermilion built a moat 
for its equity investors, but we think the size of that moat has, and will continue to, increase as 
global markets remain fragmented while a disproportionate amount of investible E&P equities 
find themselves too concentrated in their sales markets to particular North America price 
outlooks and/or North American price hubs.     

 

The graphic below demonstrates the optionality available to Vermillion on its capitalization 
strategy. We continue to highlight this as an operational advantage that we expect to increase in 
value over time. Equity investors remain highly focused on growth as an indicator of potential 
value increase (arguably too much so) which should mean most of Vermilion’s peers face the 
choice of less growth to allow regional pricing to improve or sustained growth that can hold 
regional pricing dislocations in place for longer. We think having the asset base diversity that 
allows you to avoid such double edged swords, while having the added means to target oil or gas, 
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will be an operational and cost of capital advantage for Vermilion relative to its peers for years to 
come. We expect the stock market value of this optionality will increase with time. On the whole, 
Vermilion has regularly delivered a PDP capital cost that is strong among its similarly commodity 
levered peers, but where we think Vermilion stands out today (and perhaps more going forward) 
is in the cash netbacks realizable relative to their capital cost base. The table below highlights the 
kind of cash netbacks that Vermilion earns from its intentional diversity which routinely achieves 
leverage to the best of oil and gas pricing available around the globe without having to overpay 
with capital to get it. 

 

Exhibit 5: Netbacks by Country 

 

Source: Vermilion Energy Inc. 

 

The graphic below highlighting cash flow and free cash flow displays how the Vermilion strategy 
has manifest for its investors to date. The cash flow graphic notes that Vermilion cannot fully 
insulate its investors from cyclicality but can quickly recover from cyclical downturn. 

 

Exhibit 6: Free Cash Flow 

 

Source: Vermilion Energy Inc. 
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When it comes to real value for the equity investor, the free cash flow metric on the right is the 
more important aspect to note. It also effectively highlights the power of compounding, in that 
very rapidly, seemingly small advantages become big advantages over time. This is another visual 
example of the premise of overnight success or changing slowly then all at once. The seeds of 
truly superior, large scale victories for equity investors typically come from a series of 
good/rational small choices early that manifest into truly large and superior gains with the 
passage of time. We think that Vermilion is early at the stage of acceleration of the classic Kelly 
Criterion compounding graph. 

 

Exhibit 7: Effects of Compounding 

 

Source: Wikipedia 

 

 

Financial Analysis & Outlook 

We have spent a material amount of time suggesting that Vermilion is “better by design” in terms 
of the makeup of their asset base. The fundamental stability of their capacity to grow and/or 
simply maximize profitability is unusually strong versus it peers due to its geographic diversity, its 
multiple sales hubs, and its diversity of commodity. Its strong positions within international 
markets where the pace of local development has also been very modest implicitly minimizes 
Vermilion’s derivative exposure to erosions in futures price curves due to too much local 
development effectively weakening price. In all these regards, we believe Vermilion has not only 
established a moat versus their competitors, but also they are arguably increasing the size of that 
moat on their own with their continued strength in capture of international resources at 
attractive prices, but by having assets that fall outside of the most active growth basins in the 
world where local price differential risk rises exponentially with too many trying to develop too 
much resource too quickly. This all means that Vermilion could arguably be less focused on 
financial strategy given they have less operational/field risk, but this would be a mistake. Giving 
back “competitive advantage” is something Vermilion has been successful at avoiding to date, but 
is also an area to continue to focus on making further gains. Vermilion’s balance sheet is strong 
versus its peer group and its combined pace of development along with capital consumed for 
dividend payments should still consume less cash than the business model generates. In this 
regard, we expect that Vermilion can generate $200-$300 million of free cash flow in 2019.   

We would strongly recommend that Vermilion use this for debt reduction. While Vermilion’s debt 
level and ratios are arguably already better than normal, we think a pristine balance sheet is 
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arguably a much bigger weapon for Vermilion than many of its peers. It is clear that Vermilion 
does not believe premier growth via the drillbit is in their best interest 
(operationally/financially/strategically) and we would agree. We think too many E&Ps harm their 
execution capacity and consume their best inventory too early (we are oil bulls at least) by seeking 
to maximize growth at the moment. Vermilion’s pace of development of its own assets shows that 
they share our view. This means Vermilion can win on their own right while theoretically gaining 
from lost faith in competing business models that fail to sustain success at maximum growth. We 
don’t expect that Vermilion will use a free cash scenario as an excuse to go faster with the drill bit. 
This then either leaves reducing debt and/or returning capital to the shareholders. While we do 
see Vermilion’s current dividend level as highly sustainable, we would not suggest they consider 
increasing the dividend (in the near-term at least). Given a current dividend yield of 6.7%, the 
market clearly is not rewarding Vermilion for returning this level of capital to its shareholders. The 
dividend is high on a relative and absolute level when viewed through a dividend yield lens, yet 
this yield has not really translated into superior stock market behavior into the recent energy 
markets weakness. The recent roll over in long-term US government yields in the US also would 
have suggested that the dividend should deliver some superior performance for Vermilion in the 
stock market, yet this has not occurred. Investors emotionally feel the impact of losses at 2x the 
level of gains. While we believe Vermilion’s dividend is highly sustainable at current levels, an 
increase in dividend payout would heighten market perception of risk of loss (either in the 
business model strength/execution or future dividend cuts) so the risk/reward for a dividend 
increase (in the current market at least) makes no sense to us given an existing dividend yield of 
6.7%.   

While we think Vermilion’s stock is a compelling relative value (price versus future expected 
value) at these levels (thus our Outperform recommendation), we also believe a buyback of 
shares with free cash flow wouldn’t be the right choice yet. Vermilion arguably has a major head 
start versus its peers on successful closing of international asset capture, but we think paying 
down debt (to allow for the potential to write cheques for cash without harming debt levels 
thereafter) is an advantage that Vermilion should extend to either cement their position further in 
international markets or even to use in North America when future “fallen angel” opportunities 
may arise. The capacity to write a cheque when few others can is a unique advantage in E&P. If 
you have the capacity to write a very large cheque the advantage rises exponentially, in our view, 
as the number of potential competing bidders falls rapidly on the larger opportunities. That 
strategy primarily has an undefined future eventual payoff but in the interim, falling debt levels 
should optimize returns on capital from dropping interest expense. We think the environment for 
an opportunistic purchase of good assets at better prices will remain strong for the foreseeable 
future, but should time pass with no transactions in this regard, then Vermilion could use its 
strong balance sheet in the future for a range of capital return strategies… occasional special 
dividends, increased normal dividends and/or stock buybacks. Extending the reach of an already 
successful strategy is best achieved between here and the next potential deal/acquisition by a 
focus on leaving free cash on the balance sheet, in our view. 

 

Valuation & Recommendation 

A North American E&P typically needs to have some combination of superior resource cocktail or 
superior cost base to have sustained success. Even then, if too many local asset owners share the 
same perception or reality, and grow production faster than takeaway capacity for production, 
then marginal economics (and competitive advantage) can be harmed by the actions of those 
offsetting. In this regard, geographic diversity of assets, diversity of end market/takeaway options 
and diversity of commodities to drill for all have strategic value for any given E&P. If that diversity 
can reach outside of North America at a capital cost that is on par with best North American 
business models, while gaining leverage to international price markets that are routinely stronger 
than most price hubs in North America, then you have a business model that offers the real 
premise of a sustainable competitive advantage. In short strokes, that is the business premise that 
Vermilion offers its investors. Better diversity and margins without higher capital costs. Vermilion 
then expands that strategic premise by not overcapitalizing their own projects (growing so fast as 
to heighten the likelihood of future operational shortfalls) and using free cash for a combination 
of a meaningful dividend and emerging debt reduction capacity. All these factors should combine 
to have Vermilion stand out relative to their North American peers in terms of value creation, and 
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thus, equity markets performance. For these reasons we are initiating coverage of Vermilion with 
an Outperform rating and $52.00 target price. Our target comes from our standard sum-of-parts 
valuation (see Exhibit 8). 

 

Exhibit 8: Vermilion Sum-of-Parts Valuation  

 

Source: Vermilion Energy Inc., Raymond James Ltd. 

 

 

  

2017 Reserve Value 2018E Value Add 2019E Value Add

2017 Reserves (mmboe) 298.5 2018 Gross Capex ($mn) $2,065.5 2019 Gross Capex ($mn) $510.0

Quality Adjustment 100% Less: Land, Seismic, Facilities & Acquisitions ($mn)($1,610.4) Less: Land, Seismic & Facilities ($mn) ($10.0)

Adjusted 2017 Reserves (mmboe) 298.5 Drilling Spending ($mn) $455.0 Drilling Spending ($mn) $500.0

Cash Flow Factor ($/boe) $40.56 Average Cost per Well ($mn) $5.50 Average Cost per Well ($mn) $5.75

Reserve Value Factor $/boe (1.5:1) $27.04 Forecast 2018 Net Wells 82.7 Forecast 2019 Net Wells 87.0

Current 2017 Reserve Value $8,071.4 Success Factor 95% Success Factor 95%

2017 Exit Net Debt ($mn) ($1,326.7) Forecast Successful Wells 78.6 Forecast Successful Wells 82.6

Future Capital ($mn) ($2,410.8) Average Reserves/Well (boe) 450,000 Average Reserves/Well (boe) 500,000

Dilution Proceeds ($mn) $120.0 2018 Forecast Depletion (mmboe) 30.9 2019 Forecast Depletion (mmboe) 34.9

Current Value of 2017 Assets ($mn) $4,453.9 Wells to Offset Depletion 68.7 Wells to Offset Depletion 69.8

Fully Diluted Units (mn) 156.3 Net Growth Wells 9.9 Net Growth Wells 12.8

Per Unit (FD) Value $28.50 Net Reserve Growth (mmboe) 4.5 Net Reserve Growth (mmboe) 6.4

Forecast Revisions (mmboe) 0.0 Forecast Revisions (mmboe) 0.0

Acquisitions (mmboe) 113.5 Acquisitions (mmboe) 0.0

Forecast Net Reserves Growth (mmboe) 118.0 Forecast Net Reserves Growth (mmboe) 6.4

Cash Flow Factor ($/boe) $40.56 Cash Flow Factor ($/boe) $40.56

Reserve Value Factor $/boe (1.5:1) $27.04 Reserve Value Factor $/boe (1.5:1) $27.04

Value Add ($mn) $3,189.5 Value Add ($mn) $173.5

Change in Net Debt ($mn) ($223.4) Change in Net Debt ($mn) $371.8

2018 Value Add ($mn) $2,966.2 2019 Value Add ($mn) $545.3

2018 Net Risk Adj. Equity Value Add (90%) $2,669.5 2019 Net Risk Adj. Equity Value Add (90%) $490.8

Fully Diluted Units (mn) 156.3 Fully Diluted Units (mn) 156.3

Per Unit (FD) Value $17.08 Per Unit (FD) Value $3.14

Sum of the Parts Valuation

    $mn Per Unit

2017 Reserve Value $4,453.9 $28.50

G&A/Interest Burden ($260.9) ($1.67)

2018E Value Add $2,669.5 $17.08

2019E Value Add $490.8 $3.14

2 yrs of Dividends $766.9 $4.91

Target Equity Value $8,120.3 $51.95
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Appendix: Financial Statements 

Exhibit 9: Vermilion Financial Summary  

  

Source: Vermilion Energy Inc., Raymond James Ltd. 

2017A 2018E 2019E

Commodity Price Assumptions

WTI Oil (US$/bbl) $50.93 $68.17 $65.24

Canadian Par (C$/bbl) $63.15 $81.27 $79.27

NYMEX Gas (US$/mcf) $2.96 $2.80 $2.70

AECO Gas (C$/mcf) $2.28 $1.58 $1.64

FX (US$/C$) $0.77 $0.77 $0.76

Realized Price

 Oil & NGL ($/bbl) $61.72 $77.53 $74.64

Natural Gas ($/mcf) $4.92 $4.95 $5.51

Production

Oil & NGL (bbl/d) 31,915 44,040 52,250

Natural Gas (mmcf/d) 216.6 244.0 260.0

Total (boe/d 6:1) 68,021 84,705 95,583

% Gas 53% 48% 45%

Netback ($/boe)

Total Sales (incl. Hedges) $44.60 $53.70 $55.80

Royalties $3.01 $4.33 $4.46

Operating $9.79 $11.48 $11.00

Transport $1.76 $1.72 $1.75

G&A $2.20 $2.06 $1.89

Interest $2.32 $2.14 $1.86

Taxes $1.30 $2.20 $2.23

Other ($0.12) $0.07 ($0.00)

Cash Flow Netback $24.34 $29.69 $32.61

Cash Flow ($mln) $603 $918 $1,138

CFPS ($/share, basic) $5.00 $6.51 $7.36

CFPS ($/share, diluted) $4.92 $6.42 $7.22

Weighted Average Shares Outstanding (mln)

Basic 120.6          140.9          154.5          

Diluted 122.4          142.9          157.5          

Capital Spending ($mln)

Land & Seismic $35 $22 $10

Drilling, Completions & Other $226 $455 $500

Well Equipment & Facilities $60 $26 $0

Other $0 $0 $0

Acquisitions/Dispositions $28 $1,562 $0

Total Capex $348 $2,065 $510

Net debt ($mln)

Net Debt $1,327 $1,550 $1,178
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Exhibit 10: Vermilion Income Statement and Balance Sheet (mln)  

 

Source: Vermilion Energy Inc., Raymond James Ltd. 

 

 

 

 

  

2017A 2018E 2019E

Income Statement Summary

Total Revenue (incl. Hedges) $1,103 $1,572 $1,947

Royalties + Production Taxes $74 $134 $156

Opex + Transport $286 $408 $445

G&A $54 $64 $66

DD&A $492 $607 $698

Interest $57 $66 $65

Other $14 $52 $0

Taxes $62 $120 $207

Net Income $62 $122 $311

Balance Sheet Summary

Current Assets $244 $310 $310

Derivative (current) $18 $9 $9

Net PPE $3,630 $5,072 $4,884

Other $83 $241 $241

Total Assets $3,975 $5,632 $5,444

Current Liabilities $284 $368 $368

Derivative (current) $79 $134 $134

Long Term Debt $1,286 $1,324 $611

Other Liabilities $530 $642 $642

Future Income Taxes $253 $315 $444

Total Liabilities $2,432 $2,783 $2,199

Total Share Capital $1,543 $2,850 $3,245

Total Liabilities & Equity $3,975 $5,632 $5,444
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Appendix: Management & Board of Directors 

Anthony Marino – President & CEO 

Mr. Marino is an accomplished senior executive with a proven track record of high shareholder 
returns during his 36-year career in the energy industry.  Mr. Marino joined Vermilion in 2012 as 
Chief Operating Officer, was named President in 2014 and Chief Executive Officer in 2016.  
Anthony joined Vermilion’s Board of Directors in 2016.  Prior to joining Vermilion, Mr. Marino held 
the position of President and Chief Executive Officer of Baytex Energy Corporation, after initially 
serving as Baytex's Chief Operating Officer.  Previously, Mr. Marino held the role of President and 
Chief Executive Officer of Dominion Exploration Canada Ltd., a division of Dominion Resources Inc.  
Earlier in his career, Mr. Marino held a variety of technical and management positions with AEC 
Oil and Gas (USA) Inc., Santa Fe Snyder Corp. and Atlantic Richfield Company.  Mr. Marino brings a 
wide range of experience in operations management, business development, and capital markets 
to his role as CEO of Vermilion. Education: B.Sc. Petroleum Engineering with Highest Distinction, 
University of Kansas; M.B.A. California State University (Outstanding Graduate); Chartered 
Financial Analyst designation. 

Mona Jasinski – EVP, People & Culture 

Ms. Jasinski has over 27 years of human resources and organizational effectiveness experience, 
primarily in the oil and gas industry including operations and mergers & acquisitions.  Before 
joining Vermilion, she spent five years with Royal Dutch Shell, most recently as Onshore 
Productions, North America, Human Resources Manager. Prior to that, she worked at 
TransCanada Pipelines and in Management Consulting specializing in strategy, leadership 
effectiveness and talent management.  Ms. Jasinski served on the Board of Directors of the 
Calgary YWCA from 2012-2017 as Chair of the Governance Committee.  Ms. Jasinski currently 
serves on the Board of Directors of the Calgary Petroleum Club as Board Governor. Education: 
M.B.A. University of Calgary; Certified Human Resources Professional (C.H.R.P) Designation; Ivey 
Executive Program; ICD.D Institute of Corporate Directors. 

Michael Kaluza – EVP & COO 

Mr. Kaluza has over 32 years of delivering results in North America and overseas in the energy 
business. Mr. Kaluza joined Vermilion in 2013, as Director, Canada Business Unit and prior to that 
he was Vice President, Corporate Development and Planning at Baytex Energy. In 2016, he was 
appointed Executive Vice President & Chief Operating Officer of Vermilion Energy Inc. Mr. Kaluza’s 
earlier roles included Chief Operating Officer at Delphi Energy and various technical and 
management positions at Dominion E&P / Dominion Exploration Canada Ltd. and Phillips 
Petroleum Company. Education: B.Sc. Petroleum Engineering (Honors), Montana Tech, The 
University of Montana. 

Lars Glemser – VP & CFO 

Mr. Glemser has over 15 years of experience, primarily in the financial area of oil and gas 
operations. Mr. Glemser joined Vermilion in 2015 as Operations Controller, and moved into an 
Investor Relations role in 2017 before advancing to Director of Finance in January, 2018.  In April 
2018, he was appointed Vice President & Chief Financial Officer.  He has more than a decade of 
industry experience with diverse roles in finance/treasury, corporate planning and corporate 
development with Vermilion and previously with Lightstream Resources and Tristar Oil & Gas. 
Education: B. Comm., University of Saskatchewan; Chartered Accountant designation. 
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Board of Directors 

Lorenzo Donadeo – Chairman  

Mr. Donadeo has more than 35 years experience in the oil and gas business, including mergers 
and acquisitions, gas marketing, production, exploitation and field operations in western Canada 
and internationally in Australia, France, the Netherlands, Germany, Ireland, Trinidad and Tobago. 
Mr. Donadeo was a co-founder of Vermilion Resources (1994), now Vermilion Energy Inc. and 
currently serves as Chairman of the Board.  Currently, he is the Managing Director of Casadona 
Group, a private investment company. From March 3, 2014 to March 1, 2016, Mr. Donadeo 
served as Chief Executive Officer and from 2003 to March 3, 2014, he served as President and 
Chief Executive Officer.  Mr. Donadeo served as the Executive Vice-President and Chief Operating 
Officer of Vermilion when the company made its initial international forays into France (1997).  
Mr. Donadeo was President and CEO of Vermilion when the company founded Verenex in 2004, a 
company that was subsequently active in Libya. Prior to Vermilion, Mr. Donadeo worked at Dome 
Petroleum and Amoco Canada, as well as a private oil and gas company. In 2015, Mr. Donadeo 
was recognized for his outstanding service to France with his official appointment to the National 
Order of the Legion of Honour, at the rank of Chevalier. Education: B.Sc. Mechanical engineering 
(Honors), University of Alberta. 

Larry Macdonald – Director  

Mr. Macdonald is President, CEO and director of Point Energy Ltd. and Managing Director of 
Northpoint Energy Ltd., private oil and gas exploration companies. He has more than 46 years 
petroleum experience in Western Canada, including Anderson Exploration Ltd., where he was 
President and Chief Operating Officer, Director of Creststreet Asset Management Limited, Clear 
Energy Inc. and the United Way of Calgary and area, Director and Treasurer of United 
Way/Centraide Canada, Director and Chair, International Gift Committee of the United Way 
International. Mr. Macdonald is also a recipient of the Queen Elizabeth II Diamond Jubilee Medal 
for contributions to the community. Education: B.Sc. Geology, University of Alberta. 

Carin Knickel – Director  

Ms. Knickel has over 39 years of experience in human resources, business development and crude 
oil and natural gas marketing. She currently serves on the boards of Hudbay Minerals Inc, Whiting 
Petroleum Corporation and the National MS Society (Colorado/Wyoming Chapter). Prior to joining 
these boards, Ms. Knickel worked at ConocoPhillips for 33 years, where she held a variety of 
leadership positions globally across several business lines, most recently as the Corporate Vice 
President of Global Human Resources. Education: BSc (Business, Marketing), University of 
Colorado at Boulder; MSc (Sloan Fellowship, Management), Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology. 

Stephen Larke – Director  

Mr. Larke has over 20 years of experience in energy capital markets, including research, sales, 
trading and equity finance. He is currently an Operating Partner and Advisory Board member with 
Azimuth Capital Management, an energy-focused private equity fund based in Calgary, Alberta. 
Prior to joining Azimuth, Mr. Larke was Managing Director and Executive Committee member with 
Calgary-based Peters & Co., from 2005 to 2015, and prior to, was Vice-President and Director with 
TD Newcrest from 1997 to 2005. Both at Peters & Co. and TD Newcrest, Mr. Larke received 
leading rankings in the Brendan Wood International survey of institutional investors. Education: 
B.Comm. (Distinction), University of Calgary; Chartered Financial Analyst designation. 

Loren Leiker – Director  

Mr. Leiker has 38 years of experience in the petroleum industry, starting as an exploration 
geologist at Tenneco Oil, retiring from EOG Resources in 2011 as Senior Executive VP Exploration 
and currently serving as Director for SM Energy and Midstates Petroleum.  At EOG, as a key 
member of the executive team, he was instrumental in establishing the company as a first mover 
in a number of horizontal oil and gas shale plays in North America.  Mr. Leiker managed a variety 
of international exploration and development programs at EOG, Enron Oil and Gas and at Tenneco 
Oil from 1986 until his retirement. Education: B.Sc. Geology, Texas Tech University; M.S., Geology, 
Texas Tech University. 
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Timothy Marchant – Director  

Dr. Marchant has over 35 years of experience in the oil and gas industry in Canada and 
internationally, with extensive experience in foreign growth strategies and International 
operations. He is Adjunct Professor of Strategy and Energy Geopolitics at the Haskayne School of 
Business, University of Calgary. Dr. Marchant has served in a variety of senior executive positions 
with BP and Amoco in a number of international arenas. Prior to his international assignments, he 
spent 17 years with Amoco Canada. From 2007 to 2010 he was an energy seminar leader at the 
European Summer School for Advanced Management in Denmark. Education: Ph.D. Geology, 
Trinity College, University of Dublin, Ireland; Executive Program completed, Ivey School of 
Business, University of Western Ontario; Institute of Corporate Directors Education Program. 

Anthony Marino – President, CEO & Director  

See bio above.  

Robert Michaleski – Director  

Mr. Michaleski has over 30 years of experience in various senior management and executive 
capacities at Pembina Pipeline Corporation. He was Chief Executive Officer from 2000 to 2013 and 
also President from 2000 to 2012. He was Vice President and Chief Financial Officer from 1997 to 
2000, Vice President of Finance from 1992 to 1997, Controller from 1980 to 1992, and Manager of 
Internal Audit from 1978 to 1980. Mr. Michaleski has been a Director of Pembina since 2000, a 
Director of Essential Energy Services Ltd. since 2012, and a Director of Coril Holdings Ltd. since 
2003. A proud supporter of the community, Mr. Michaleski provides his leadership to United Way 
of Calgary and Area serving as co-chair of the General Oil and Gas Division since 2010 and a 
Director since 2013. He is a member of the Institute of Corporate Directors. Education: B.Comm. 
(Honors) Degree, University of Manitoba; Chartered Accountant designation. 

William Roby – Director  

Mr. Roby has more than 33 years of experience in various senior management and executive 
positions primarily from a number of U.S. and international management positions with 
Occidental Petroleum Corporation from 1997 to 2013, most recently as Senior Vice President, 
Worldwide Operations and Production/Facility Engineering.  From 2013 to 2014, he acted as Chief 
Operating Officer of Sheridan Production Company, LLC, a Houston based oil and gas company 
with production in excess of 50,000 boe/d. Education: B.Sc. Mechanical Engineering, Louisiana 
State University. 

Catherine Williams – Director  

Ms. Williams has over 31 years of oil and gas industry experience, with an extensive background in 
finance and business management.  Ms. Williams is currently the Owner and Managing Director of 
Options Canada Ltd. (since 2007) and serves as a Board member of Enbridge Inc. (since 2007) and 
Chairs their Human Resources and Compensation Committee (since 2010).  She was a Board 
member of Alberta Investment Management Corporation from 2009 to 2014 and Tim Hortons Inc. 
from 2009 to 2012.  From 2003 to 2007, Ms. Williams held the role of Chief Financial Officer for 
Shell Canada Ltd., prior to which she held various positions with Shell Canada Limited, Shell 
Europe Oil Products, Shell Canada Oil Products and Shell International (1984 to 2003). Education: 
B.A. University of Western Ontario; M.B.A., Queen’s University. 

Robert Engbloom – Corporate Secretary  

Mr. Engbloom is the Deputy Chair of the law firm of Norton Rose Fulbright Canada LLP and has 
practiced law for over 30 years serving clients predominantly in the energy sector. Mr. Engbloom's 
practice focuses on mergers and acquisitions, reorganizations, and related party transactions. Mr. 
Engbloom's practice also includes advising boards of directors and special committees generally 
on governance matters and specifically on substantive transactions. He has extensive experience 
on a broad range of corporate finance matters, representing issuers and underwriters, 
corporations, and other entities in a variety of public and private financing matters, nationally and 
internationally. He is a director of Superior Plus Inc. and Parex Resources Inc. as well as a director 
of a private corporation. Education: LL.B Queen's University; B.A., History and Economics, 
University of Alberta; Alberta Bar.   
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Risks 

1. Cash flow exposure to fluctuations in energy prices. In this case, the company is specifically 
exposed to lower oil prices (Brent, WTI and MSW) and gas prices (TTF, NBP, HHub and AECO 
pricing). 

2. Foreign exchange rates (CAD/USD, CAD/EUR, CAD/AUD and EUR/GBP). 

3. Due to the nature of its operations, Vermilion also faces risks associated with weather-related 
interruptions, dry holes, restricted access to facilities, unplanned pipeline shutdowns, and 
unexpected production delays. 

4. The company is exposed to the risk that there could be unexpected increases in decline rates 
specific to its wells or plays. It is also exposed to potentially lower corporate production volumes, 
resulting in lower cash flow. Some of the company’s operations are in unexplored/less explored 
areas and the risk for dry holes or lower production wells could be higher. 

5. Unexpected cost overruns or increasing costs of drilling/completing wells and infrastructure. 

6. Change in government policies (local, provincial/state and federal in Canada, France, The 
Netherlands, Germany, Ireland, Australia and the United States) – specifically as it relates to 
royalty rates, tax rates and the treatment of oil and gas production. 

7. Interest rate fluctuations could also negatively impact net income and cash flow. 

 

 

Company Citations 

Company Name Ticker Exchange Currency Closing Price RJ Rating RJ Entity 

ARC Resources Ltd. ARX TSX C$ 13.38 1 RJ Ltd. 
Baytex Energy Corp. BTE TSX C$ 3.57 3 RJ Ltd. 
Birchcliff Energy Ltd. BIR TSX C$ 4.37 2 RJ Ltd. 
Bonavista Energy Corporation BNP TSX C$ 1.34 4 RJ Ltd. 
Bonterra Energy Corp. BNE TSX C$ 18.21 1 RJ Ltd. 
Crescent Point Energy Corp. CPG TSX C$ 7.63 3 RJ Ltd. 
Crew Energy Inc. CR TSX C$ 1.70 2 RJ Ltd. 
Enerplus Corporation ERF TSX C$ 15.25 2 RJ Ltd. 
NuVista Energy Ltd. NVA TSX C$ 7.18 1 RJ Ltd. 
Peyto Exploration & Development Corp. PEY TSX C$ 10.50 2 RJ Ltd. 
TORC Oil & Gas Ltd. TOG TSX C$ 6.30 2 RJ Ltd. 
Tourmaline Oil Corp. TOU TSX C$ 21.26 2 RJ Ltd. 
Whitecap Resources Inc. WCP TSX C$ 7.75 1 RJ Ltd. 

       
Notes:  Prices are as of the most recent close on the indicated exchange and may not be in US$.  See Disclosure section for rating definitions.  
Stocks that do not trade on a U.S. national exchange may not be registered for sale in all U.S. states. NC=not covered. 
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IMPORTANT INVESTOR DISCLOSURES 
Raymond James & Associates (RJA) is a FINRA member firm and is responsible for the preparation and distribution of research created in 
the United States. Raymond James & Associates is located at The Raymond James Financial Center, 880 Carillon Parkway, St. Petersburg, 
FL 33716, (727) 567-1000. Non-U.S. affiliates, which are not FINRA member firms, include the following entities which are responsible for 
the creation and distribution of research in their respective areas; In Canada, Raymond James Ltd. (RJL), Suite 2100, 925 West Georgia 
Street, Vancouver, BC V6C 3L2, (604) 659-8200; In Europe, Raymond James Euro Equities, SAS, 40, rue La Boetie, 75008, Paris, France, +33 
1 45 61 64 90, and Raymond James Financial International Ltd., Broadwalk House, 5 Appold Street, London, England  EC2A 2AG, +44 203 
798 5600. 

This document is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity that is a citizen or resident of or located in 
any locality, state, country, or other jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or 
regulation.  The securities discussed in this document may not be eligible for sale in some jurisdictions.  This research is not an offer to 
sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any security in any jurisdiction where such an offer or solicitation would be illegal.  It does not 
constitute a personal recommendation nor does it  take into account the particular investment objectives, financial situations, or needs 
of individual clients.  Information in this report should not be construed as advice designed to meet the individual objectives of any 
particular investor.    Investors should consider this report as only a single factor in making their investment decision. Consultation with 
your investment advisor is recommended. Past performance is not a guide to future performance, future returns are not guaranteed, and 
a loss of original capital may occur. 

The information provided is as of the date above and subject to change, and it should not be deemed a recommendation to buy or sell 
any security. Certain information has been obtained from third-party sources we consider reliable, but we do not guarantee that such 
information is accurate or complete. Persons within the Raymond James family of companies may have information that is not available 
to the contributors of the information contained in this publication. Raymond James, including affiliates and employees, may execute 
transactions in the securities listed in this publication that may not be consistent with the ratings appearing in this publication.   

With respect to materials prepared by Raymond James Ltd. (“RJL”), all expressions of opinion reflect the judgment of the Research 
Department of RJL, or its affiliates, at this date and are subject to change. RJL may perform investment banking or other services for, or 
solicit investment banking business from, any company mentioned in this document.  

Raymond James (“RJ”) research reports are disseminated and available to RJ’s retail and institutional clients simultaneously via electronic 
publication to RJ's internal proprietary websites (RJ Investor Access & RJ Capital Markets). Not all research reports are directly distributed 
to clients or third-party aggregators. Certain research reports may only be disseminated on RJ's internal proprietary websites; however 
such research reports will not contain estimates or changes to earnings forecasts, target price, valuation, or investment or suitability 
rating. Individual Research Analysts may also opt to circulate published research to one or more clients electronically. This electronic 
communication distribution is discretionary and is done only after the research has been publically disseminated via RJ’s internal 
proprietary websites. The level and types of communications provided by Research Analysts to clients may vary depending on various 
factors including, but not limited to, the client’s individual preference as to the frequency and manner of receiving communications from 
Research Analysts. For research reports, models, or other data available on a particular security, please contact your RJ Sales 
Representative or visit RJ Investor Access or RJ Capital Markets. 

Links to third-party websites are being provided for information purposes only.  Raymond James is not affiliated with and does not 
endorse, authorize, or sponsor any of the listed websites or their respective sponsors.  Raymond James is not responsible for the content 
of any third-party website or the collection or use of information regarding any website’s users and/or members. 

In the event that this is a compendium report (i.e., covers 6 or more subject companies), Raymond James Ltd. may choose to provide 
specific disclosures for the subject companies by reference. To access these disclosures, clients should refer to: 
http://www.raymondjames.ca (click on Equity Capital Markets / Equity Research / Research Disclosures) or call toll‐free at 1‐800‐667‐
2899. 

ANALYST INFORMATION 

Analyst Compensation:  Equity research analysts and associates at Raymond James are compensated on a salary and bonus system. 
Several factors enter into the compensation determination for an analyst, including i) research quality and overall productivity, including 
success in rating stocks on an absolute basis and relative to the local exchange composite Index and/or a sector index, ii) recognition from 
institutional investors, iii) support effectiveness to the institutional and retail sales forces and traders, iv) commissions generated in 
stocks under coverage that are attributable to the analyst’s efforts, v) net revenues of the overall Equity Capital Markets Group, and vi) 
compensation levels for analysts at competing investment dealers.    
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The views expressed in this report accurately reflect the personal views of the analyst(s) covering the subject securities. No part of said 
person's compensation was, is, or will be directly or indirectly related to the specific recommendations or views contained in this 
research report. In addition, said analyst has not received compensation from any subject company in the last 12 months. 

RATINGS AND DEFINITIONS 

Raymond James Ltd. (Canada) definitions:  Strong Buy (SB1)  The stock is expected to appreciate and produce a total return of at least 
15% and outperform the S&P/TSX Composite Index over the next six months. Outperform (MO2)  The stock is expected to appreciate and 
outperform the S&P/TSX Composite Index over the next twelve months. Market Perform (MP3)  The stock is expected to perform 
generally in line with the S&P/TSX Composite Index over the next twelve months and is potentially a source of funds for more highly 
rated securities. Underperform (MU4)  The stock is expected to underperform the S&P/TSX Composite Index or its sector over the next 
six to twelve months and should be sold. 

Raymond James & Associates (U.S.) definitions:  Strong Buy (SB1)  Expected to appreciate, produce a total return of at least 15%, and 
outperform the S&P 500 over the next six to 12 months. For higher yielding and more conservative equities, such as REITs and certain 
MLPs, a total return of at least 15% is expected to be realized over the next 12 months. Outperform (MO2)  Expected to appreciate and 
outperform the S&P 500 over the next 12-18 months. For higher yielding and more conservative equities, such as REITs and certain MLPs, 
an Outperform rating is used for securities where we are comfortable with the relative safety of the dividend and expect a total return 
modestly exceeding the dividend yield over the next 12-18 months. Market Perform (MP3)  Expected to perform generally in line with the 
S&P 500 over the next 12 months. Underperform (MU4)  Expected to underperform the S&P 500 or its sector over the next six to 12 
months and should be sold. Suspended (S)  The rating and price target have been suspended temporarily.  This action may be due to 
market events that made coverage impracticable, or to comply with applicable regulations or firm policies in certain circumstances, 
including when Raymond James may be providing investment banking services to the company.  The previous rating and price target are 
no longer in effect for this security and should not be relied upon. 

Raymond James Europe (Raymond James Euro Equities SAS & Raymond James Financial International Limited) rating definitions:  
Strong Buy (1)  Expected to appreciate, produce a total return of at least 15%, and outperform the Stoxx 600 over the next 6 to 12 
months. Outperform (2)  Expected to appreciate and outperform the Stoxx 600 over the next 12 months. Market Perform (3)  Expected to 
perform generally in line with the Stoxx 600 over the next 12 months. Underperform (4)  Expected to underperform the Stoxx 600 or its 
sector over the next 6 to 12 months. Suspended (S) The rating and target price have been suspended temporarily. This action may be due 
to market events that made coverage impracticable, or to comply with applicable regulations or firm policies in certain circumstances, 
including when Raymond James may be providing investment banking services to the company. The previous rating and target price are 
no longer in effect for this security and should not be relied upon. 

In transacting in any security, investors should be aware that other securities in the Raymond James research coverage universe might 
carry a higher or lower rating.  Investors should feel free to contact their Financial Advisor to discuss the merits of other available 
investments. 

Suitability Ratings (SR) 

Medium Risk/Income (M/INC)  Lower to average risk equities of companies with sound financials, consistent earnings, and dividend 
yields above that of the S&P 500. Many securities in this category are structured with a focus on providing a consistent dividend or return 
of capital. 

Medium Risk/Growth (M/GRW)  Lower to average risk equities of companies with sound financials, consistent earnings growth, the 
potential for long-term price appreciation, a potential dividend yield, and/or share repurchase program.  

High Risk/Income (H/INC)  Medium to higher risk equities of companies that are structured with a focus on providing a meaningful 
dividend but may face less predictable earnings (or losses), more leveraged balance sheets, rapidly changing market dynamics, financial 
and competitive issues, higher price volatility (beta), and potential risk of principal. Securities of companies in this category may have a 
less predictable income stream from dividends or distributions of capital.  

High Risk/Growth (H/GRW)  Medium to higher risk equities of companies in fast growing and competitive industries, with less 
predictable earnings (or losses), more leveraged balance sheets, rapidly changing market dynamics, financial or legal issues, higher price 
volatility (beta), and potential risk of principal. 

High Risk/Speculation (H/SPEC)  High risk equities of companies with a short or unprofitable operating history, limited or less predictable 
revenues, very high risk associated with success, significant financial or legal issues, or a substantial risk/loss of principal. 

Note that Raymond James Ltd. (RJL) has developed a proprietary algorithm for risk rating individual securities. The algorithm utilizes data 
from multiple vendors, and all data is refreshed at least monthly. Accordingly, Suitability Ratings are updated monthly. The Suitability 
Rating shown on this report is current as of the report’s published date. In the event that a Suitability Rating changes after the published 
date, the new rating will not be reflected in research materials until the analyst publishes a subsequent report. 
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RATING DISTRIBUTIONS 

 Coverage Universe Rating Distribution* Investment Banking Distribution 

 RJL RJA  RJEE/RJFI RJL RJA  RJEE/RJFI 

Strong Buy and Outperform (Buy) 70% 57%  53% 34% 24%  0% 

Market Perform (Hold) 26% 39%  33% 9% 12%  0% 

Underperform (Sell) 4% 4%  15% 33% 5%  0% 

* Columns may not add to 100% due to rounding. 

 

RAYMOND JAMES RELATIONSHIP DISCLOSURES 

Raymond James Ltd. or its affiliates expects to receive or intends to seek compensation for investment banking services from all 
companies under research coverage within the next three months. 

STOCK CHARTS, TARGET PRICES, AND VALUATION METHODOLOGIES 

Valuation Methodology:  The Raymond James methodology for assigning ratings and target prices includes a number of qualitative and 
quantitative factors including an assessment of industry size, structure, business trends and overall attractiveness; management 
effectiveness; competition; visibility; financial condition, and expected total return, among other factors.  These factors are subject to 
change depending on overall economic conditions or industry- or company-specific occurrences.   

Target Prices: The information below indicates our target price and rating changes for VET stock over the past three years. 

 
Valuation Methodology: Our valuation methodology effectively looks at paying a fair price for a given business model where we will 
pay up to a given target price that will still offer us a risk adjusted 1.8-2.0:1 investor recycle ratio over the time taken to consume 
the company’s opportunity capture. 

 

RISK FACTORS 

General Risk Factors: Following are some general risk factors that pertain to the businesses of the subject companies and the projected 
target prices and recommendations included on Raymond James research: (1) Industry fundamentals with respect to customer demand 
or product / service pricing could change and adversely impact expected revenues and earnings; (2) Issues relating to major competitors 
or market shares or new product expectations could change investor attitudes toward the sector or this stock; (3) Unforeseen 
developments with respect to the management, financial condition or accounting policies or practices could alter the prospective 
valuation.  

Risks - Vermilion Energy Inc. 
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1. Cash flow exposure to fluctuations in energy prices. In this case, the company is specifically exposed to lower oil prices (Brent, WTI and 
MSW) and gas prices (TTF, NBP, HHub and AECO pricing). 
2. Foreign exchange rates (CAD/USD, CAD/EUR, CAD/AUD and EUR/GBP). 
3. Due to the nature of its operations, Vermilion also faces risks associated with weather-related interruptions, dry holes, restricted 
access to facilities, unplanned pipeline shutdowns, and unexpected production delays. 
4. The company is exposed to the risk that there could be unexpected increases in decline rates specific to its wells or plays. It is also 
exposed to potentially lower corporate production volumes, resulting in lower cash flow. Some of the company’s operations are in 
unexplored/less explored areas and the risk for dry holes or lower production wells could be higher. 
5. Unexpected cost overruns or increasing costs of drilling/completing wells and infrastructure. 
6. Change in government policies (local, provincial/state and federal in Canada, France, The Netherlands, Germany, Ireland, Australia and 
the United States) – specifically as it relates to royalty rates, tax rates and the treatment of oil and gas production. 
7. Interest rate fluctuations could also negatively impact net income and cash flow. 

Additional Risk and Disclosure information, as well as more information on the Raymond James rating system and suitability 
categories, is available for Raymond James at rjcapitalmarkets.com/Disclosures/index and for Raymond James Limited at 
www.raymondjames.ca/researchdisclosures. 

INTERNATIONAL DISCLOSURES 

FOR CLIENTS IN THE UNITED STATES:  

Any foreign securities discussed in this report are generally not eligible for sale in the U.S. unless they are listed on a U.S. exchange.  This 
report is being provided to you for informational purposes only and does not represent a solicitation for the purchase or sale of a security 
in any state where such a solicitation would be illegal.  Investing in securities of issuers organized outside of the U.S., including ADRs, may 
entail certain risks.  The securities of non-U.S. issuers may not be registered with, nor be subject to the reporting requirements of, the 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.  There may be limited information available on such securities.  Investors who have received 
this report may be prohibited in certain states or other jurisdictions from purchasing the securities mentioned in this report.  Please ask 
your Financial Advisor for additional details and to determine if a particular security is eligible for purchase in your state. 

Raymond James Ltd. is not a U.S. broker‐dealer and therefore is not governed by U.S. laws, rules or regulations applicable to U.S. broker‐
dealers. Consequently, the persons responsible for the content of this publication are not licensed in the U.S. as research analysts in 
accordance with applicable rules promulgated by the U.S. Self Regulatory Organizations. 

Any U.S. Institutional Investor wishing to effect trades in any security should contact Raymond James (USA) Ltd., a U.S. broker‐dealer 
affiliate of Raymond James Ltd. 

FOR CLIENTS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM: 

For clients of Raymond James Financial International Limited (RJFI): This document and any investment to which this document relates 
is intended for the sole use of the persons to whom it is addressed, being persons who are Eligible Counterparties or Professional Clients 
as described in the FCA rules or persons described in Articles 19(5) (Investment professionals) or 49(2) (High net worth companies, 
unincorporated associations etc) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (as amended) or any 
other person to whom this promotion may lawfully be directed.  It is not intended to be distributed or passed on, directly or indirectly, to 
any other class of persons and may not be relied upon by such persons and is therefore not intended for private individuals or those who 
would be classified as Retail Clients. 

For clients of Raymond James Investment Services, Ltd.: This report is for the use of professional investment advisers and managers and 
is not intended for use by clients. 

For purposes of the Financial Conduct Authority requirements, this research report is classified as independent with respect to conflict of 
interest management. RJFI, and Raymond James Investment Services, Ltd. are authorised and regulated  by the Financial Conduct 
Authority in  the United Kingdom. 

FOR CLIENTS IN FRANCE: 

This document and any investment to which this document relates is intended for the sole use of the persons to whom it is addressed, 
being persons who are Eligible Counterparties or Professional Clients as described in “Code Monétaire et Financier” and Règlement 
Général de l’Autorité des Marchés Financiers. It is not intended to be distributed or passed on, directly or indirectly, to any other class of 
persons and may not be relied upon by such persons and is therefore not intended for private individuals or those who would be 
classified as Retail Clients. 

For clients of Raymond James Euro Equities: Raymond James Euro Equities is authorised and regulated by the Autorité de Contrôle 
Prudentiel et de Résolution and the Autorité des Marchés Financiers. 

For institutional clients in the European Economic Area (EEA) outside of the United Kingdom:  This document (and any attachments or 
exhibits hereto) is intended only for EEA institutional clients or others to whom it may lawfully be submitted. 

http://www.rjcapitalmarkets.com/Disclosures/index
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Proprietary Rights Notice: By accepting a copy of this report, you acknowledge and agree as follows: 

This report is provided to clients of Raymond James only for your personal, noncommercial use. Except as expressly authorized by 
Raymond James, you may not copy, reproduce, transmit, sell, display, distribute, publish, broadcast, circulate, modify, disseminate or 
commercially exploit the information contained in this report, in printed, electronic or any other form, in any manner, without the prior 
express written consent of Raymond James. You also agree not to use the information provided in this report for any unlawful purpose. 

This report and its contents are the property of Raymond James and are protected by applicable copyright, trade secret or other 
intellectual property laws (of the United States and other countries). United States law, 17 U.S.C. Sec.501 et seq, provides for civil and 
criminal penalties for copyright infringement. No copyright claimed in incorporated U.S. government works. 

Additional information is available upon request. This document may not be reprinted without permission. 

RJL is a member of the Canadian Investor Protection Fund. ©2018  Raymond James Ltd.
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